
  

 

 

 

       IX — Mar 20 2024 

 

Project 

2025 
National Sunday 

Law?   
 

This discussion brings your attention to 

Project 2025 and the folk in Laodicea 

believe within in this policy platform lays 

an imminent problem because at some 

point this concept of Sunday Rest is 

found in the policies of Project 2025 will 

be mainstream by the next republican 

president in 2025.  

 

The following vid is a presentation about 

the latest with NSL – and what they call 

the Biblical hope.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W9fph3DqidQ&ab
_channel=BiblicalHope 
 

Summary of the vid      

 

7.20  - The Shema  

 

Speaker quotes Deut 6:4-8 = Fact is Deut 

6:4 is interpreted as being solely 

monotheism and not the Sabbath - 

especially when it comes to Isaiah 2 there 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W9fph3DqidQ&ab_channel=BiblicalHope
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W9fph3DqidQ&ab_channel=BiblicalHope
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comes the law – the 7NL. See No Solis 

MOB  

 

9.20 - Sabbath  

 

The sons of Japhet keep the Sabbath - 

right?  The contents of Project 2025 

recognise that problem and its important 

to recognise the amelioration to the 

policy – more later - and therefore Project 

2025 can’t be NSL and the reason is Deut 

6:4-8 is about the 7NL and 3T  

 

11:00 - The mark of Beast 

 

Rev 13 and Ezek 9 seal of God referred 

yet Rev 17 is not included.  

 

14.00    

Laodicea’s emphasis of the 4th 

commandment – and are you aware this 

changes the importance of the First 

Angels warning. 

 

16.00  

Shares – ‘NEWS’ from papa pointy hat – 

involvement with climate change and 

speaker refers to no train rides on Sunday 

– albeit it is a one-day strike, then cites 

Tiger W and “sun day red” which is a big 

stretch and mentions  Car dealerships – 

closed on Sundays to get work life 

balance with the fam  

 

 

COMMENT  

 

NSL and Project 2025 which is mentioned 

at 42:00 has no punitive discipline 

making no buy and sell impossible – it’s a 

rest for the ecology and family wellness – 

there are no penalties or fines and capital 

punishment.  Rerum Novarum while 

mentioned was issued in 1891 at the time 

of Sunday agitation in USA  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rerum_novarum . 

It received a reiteration in 1991 for the 

rights of the workers in  

Centesimus annus  Both have no 

penalties for non-compliance.  

 

29.00  

Trmp and return to a Christian country  

 

30.00 + 

EGWhite how to prepare for the coming 

events, mentions restriction of religious 

liberty, preparing for the “little time of 

trouble” – Loud Cry and Latter Rain. 

 

Comment   

 

Last Day Events, Little Time of Trouble  

and the end of religious liberty in USA.  Its 

important to note the EGW compilations 

Last Day Events were for the penned 

because there were real issues in 1888 

the 50th Congress session and into 1900’s 

about Sunday legislation. The warning by 

EGW was about the ending religious 

liberty making laws to restrict religious 

liberty. The problem is this - the 50th 

Congress 1888 - was completely 

https://5agendas.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/03/WWN-243-IX-March-13-No-SOLIS-MOB-No-SUNDAY-MOB.pdf
https://5agendas.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/03/WWN-243-IX-March-13-No-SOLIS-MOB-No-SUNDAY-MOB.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rerum_novarum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Centesimus_annus
https://m.egwwritings.org/en/book/39.902?hl=A+Time+of+Trouble+Before+Probation+Closes+&ss=eyJ0b3RhbCI6MjcsInBhcmFtcyI6eyJxdWVyeSI6IkEgVGltZSBvZiBUcm91YmxlIEJlZm9yZSBQcm9iYXRpb24gQ2xvc2VzICIsInR5cGUiOiJiYXNpYyIsImxhbmciOiJlbiIsImxpbWl0IjoyMH0sImluZGV4IjowfQ%3D%3D#903
http://champs-of-truth.com/reform/NATIONAL_SUNDAY_LAW.pdf
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different time to the 102d Congress in 

1991.   More later.  

 

 

Project 2025  
 

42.00 -   

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_20

25 

 

The Heritage Foundation a conservative 

think tank has prepared Project 2025.  It’s 

a presidential transition project – 

Mandate for Leadership a policy paper 

for the new republican president in 2025 

to address a splintered country that is 

strategically adrift with many 

vulnerabilities, foreign and domestic.  In 

this policy paper arises Laodicea’s 

concern with Project 2025 - from p.589 

here  

 

It states  

 
While metrics on the state of American families 

and civil soci- 

ety are important and useful, monthly statistics 

would be of little additional value and could end 

up causing unnecessary confusion and concern. 

Funding should be oriented towards improving 

the timeliness of annual family statistics. 

 
Sabbath Rest. 

 

 God ordained the Sabbath as a day of rest, and 

until very recently the Judeo-Christian tradition 

sought to honor that mandate by moral and 

legal 

regulation of work on that day. Moreover, a 

shared day off makes it possible for 

families and communities to enjoy time off 

together, rather than as atomized 

individuals, and provides a healthier cadence of 

life for everyone. Unfortunately, 

that communal day of rest has eroded under the 

pressures of consumerism and 

secularism, especially for low-income workers. 

 

 

Congress should encourage communal 

rest by amending the Fair 

Labor Standards Act (FLSA)9 to require 

that workers be paid time and 

a half for hours worked on the 

Sabbath. That day would default to 

Sunday,  except for employers with a 

sincere religious observance of a Sabbath 

at a different time (e.g., Friday sundown 

to Saturday sundown); the obligation 

would transfer to that period instead. 

Houses of worship (to the limited extent 

they may have FLSA-covered employees) 

and employers legally required to 

operate around the clock (such as 

hospitals and first responders) would be 

exempt, as would workers otherwise 

exempt from overtime. 

 

Alternative View. 

 While some conservatives believe that the 

government should 

encourage certain religious observance by 

making it more expensive for employers 

and consumers to not partake in those 

observances, other conservatives believe 

that the government’s role is to protect the free 

exercise of religion by eliminating 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_2025
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_2025
https://thf_media.s3.amazonaws.com/project2025/2025_MandateForLeadership_FULL.pdf
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barriers as opposed to erecting them. Whereas 

imposing overtime rules on the Sab- 

bath would lead to higher costs and limited 

access to goods and services and reduce 

work available on the Sabbath (while also 

incentivizing some people—through 

higher wages—to desire to work on the 

Sabbath), the proper role of government 

in helping to enable individuals to practice 

their religion is to reduce barriers to 

work options and to fruitful employer and 

employee relations. The result: ample 

job options that do not require work on the 

Sabbath so that individuals in roles 

that sometimes do require Sabbath work are 

empowered to negotiate directly with 

their employer to achieve their desired schedule  

 
https://thf_media.s3.amazonaws.com/project2025/2

025_MandateForLeadership_FULL.pdf 

 
 

 

COMMENT  
 

Project 2025 as you just read is big news 

for Laodicea and have latched onto a 

suggested policy clause that has been 

compared to AT Jones and the Sunday 

Blair Bill of 1888 and Sunday rest. 

 

Project 2025 policy contends the need to 

restore the family and resting on Sabbath 

day.   

 

Project 2025 brings Evangelical 

Protestantism’s meaning of rest as 

Sunday. Religious liberty is not 

threatened - the FSLA can make 

adjustments for those who recognise the 

seventh day Sabbath – Saturday.    And 

no doubt Friday for the Friday guys.  

 

 

It’s impossible to miss the Fair Standards 

Labor Act that accommodates the 

Sabbath observance of a different time 

and no penalties are stated.  In other 

words – this policy is really NOT an 

issue for Laodicea or Japhet who are 

both Sabbath observers.  

 

For those who rely on EGWhite 

compilations such as Last Day Events to 

study end time prophecy - one thing is 

sure – those keenly watching for any and 

all developments about the NSL are now 

edgy because a policy paper for 2025 

refers to a day of rest. 

 

 

All of this attention to Project 

2025 is missing the major 

problem 
 

Most will not recall the Education Bill of 

1991- 102d Congress.  

 

Have you ever wondered why the 

enactment of the 102d Congress - 

includes the Seven Noahides?  

 
HJ 104 RDS 

102d CONGRESS 

1st Session 

H. J. RES. 104 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

March 6 (legislative day, FEBRUARY 6), 

1991 

Received 

https://thf_media.s3.amazonaws.com/project2025/2025_MandateForLeadership_FULL.pdf
https://thf_media.s3.amazonaws.com/project2025/2025_MandateForLeadership_FULL.pdf
https://www.diggingfortruth.org/religious-liberty/first-sunday-law---proposed-by-senator-blair-1888
https://www.diggingfortruth.org/religious-liberty/first-sunday-law---proposed-by-senator-blair-1888
https://www.congress.gov/bill/102nd-congress/house-joint-resolution/104/text/rds
https://www.congress.gov/bill/102nd-congress/house-joint-resolution/104/text/rds
http://www.wikinoah.org/en/index.php/Capital_Punishment_in_Noahide_law
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JOINT RESOLUTION 

To designate March 26, 1991, as 

`Education Day, U.S.A.'. 

Whereas Congress recognizes the 

historical tradition of ethical values 

and principles which are the basis of 

civilized society and upon which our 

great Nation was founded; 

Whereas these ethical values and 

principles have been the bedrock of 

society from the dawn of civilization, 

when they were known as the Seven 

Noahide Laws; 

Whereas without these ethical values 

and principles the edifice of 

civilization stands in serious peril of 

returning to chaos; 

Whereas society is profoundly concerned 

with the recent weakening of these 

principles that has resulted in crises 

that beleaguer and threaten the fabric 

of civilized society; 

Whereas the justified preoccupation 

with these crises must not let the 

citizens of this Nation lose sight of 

their responsibility to transmit these 

historical ethical values from our 

distinguished past to the generations 

of the future; 

Whereas the Lubavitch movement has 

fostered and promoted these ethical 

values and principles throughout the 

world; 

Whereas Rabbi Menachem Mendel 

Schneerson, leader of the Lubavitch 

movement, is universally respected and 

revered and his eighty-ninth birthday 

falls on 

March 26, 1991; 

Whereas in tribute to this great 

spiritual leader, `the rebbe,' this, 

his ninetieth year will be seen as one 

of `education and giving,' the year in 

which we turn to education and charity 

to return the world to the moral and 

ethical values contained in the Seven 

Noahide Laws; and 

Whereas this will be reflected in an 

international scroll of honor signed by 

the President of the United States and 

other heads of state: Now, therefore, 

be it 

  Resolved by the Senate and House of 

Representatives of the United 

  States   of America in Congress 

assembled, That March 26, 1991, 

  the start of   the ninetieth year of 

Rabbi Menachem  

  Schneerson, leader of the worldwide 

Lubavitch movement, is  

  designated as `Education Day, 

U.S.A.'. The president is requested 

  to issue a proclamation calling upon 

the people of the United  

  States to observe such day with 

appropriate ceremonies and  

  activities. 

 

Passed the House of Representatives 

March 5, 1991. 

Attest: 

DONNALD K. ANDERSON, 

Clerk. 

 

 

CONCLUSION  

 

Project 2025 has no comparison to 

ISAIAH 2.  

 

And it shall come to pass in the last days, 

[that] the mountain of the LORD's house 

shall be established in the top of the 

mountains, and shall be exalted above 

the hills; and all nations shall flow unto it.  

  

 2:3 And many people shall go and say, 

Come ye, and let us go up to the 

mountain of the LORD, to the house of 

the God of Jacob; and he will teach us of 

his ways, and we will walk in his paths: for 

out of Zion shall go forth the law, and the 

word of the LORD from Jerusalem.   

 

 

But Worse – 

 

Laodicea have not been careful to review 

what transpired when 102d Congress 
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affirmed by  JOINT RESOLUTION the 

Education Bill here  and with that 

package comes - the Seven Noahides.   

 

That is as official as it gets and guess what 

happened>  

 

This Bill defeated the First Amendment 

 

Congress shall make no law respecting 

an establishment of religion, or 

prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or 

abridging the freedom of speech, or of 

the press; or the right of the people 

peaceably to assemble, and to petition 

the Government for a redress of 

grievances.  
 

 

QUESTION  

 

Ask yourself how would the sons of 

Japhet be fined for not worshiping on 

Sunday with Project 2025 when they hold 

the steering wheel in USA?  

 

Question is -Will Laodicea ever 

understand it? 

 

If they don't totally understand the 

Noahide Laws – it will still take them by 

surprise.  And it appears that Project 2025 

is still in the 1890's. 

 

   

NSL again  

 

44.00 

 

EGW – national apostasy - will be 

followed by national ruin and asks what 

is National Ruin?   

 

Answer - It is financial and economic 

collapse not NSL.  

But here is the Problem for right now 

today -- 2024 - -  

 

Economists are edgy and their forecasts 

grave because there exists a massive US 

debt insolvency problem tied to a 

treasury bond default crisis - and it will 

really hurt many things when it goes 

belly-up [not if, but when]  the non-metal 

backed US dollar AND the entirety of the 

financial system the share market, 

merchants of trade supply chains will be 

heavily buffeted.  

 

Now ask yourself - what happens when a 

financial collapse of this magnitude 

occurs – like say before NOVEMBER 

Election this year?    

 

Nothing to do with NSL. And would be 

quite a surprise and what’s the 

unexpected spillage?  

 

Oh, it requires a thorough theological 

review by many worried about the NSL.  

But then - God has already stated the NSL 

is a nonstarter with the events of Rev 

17:16-18  

 

Now for the utmost worse – 

No commentary exists by EGWhite or 

Uriah Smith for Rev 17:16-18.   

https://www.congress.gov/bill/102nd-congress/house-joint-resolution/104/text/rds
https://www.chabad.org/therebbe/article_cdo/aid/1167653/jewish/Education-Day-USA-1991.htm
https://constitution.congress.gov/constitution/amendment-1/
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Major Problems indeed exist.  

There is no commentary.  

  

EGW and starvation and a “civil war” and 

then apparently Dan 12:1 follows.    

 

   In India, China, Russia, and the cities of 

America, thousands of men and women are 

dying of starvation. The monied men, 

because they have the power, control the 

market. They purchase at low rates all they 

can obtain, and then sell at greatly increased 

prices. This means starvation to the 

poorer    classes, and will result in a civil 

war.  

 

   There will be a time of trouble such as 

never was since there was a nation. "And at 

that time shall Michael stand up, the great 

prince which standeth for the children of thy 

people: and there shall be a time of trouble 

such as never…  here  

 

 

 

COMMENT  

 

A lot of Bible is missing from the 

transition of a "civil war" and the time of 

trouble of Daniel 12:1.  

 

Quite a lot of Bible and it is not limited to 

Rev 17:16, Luke 21:29 and the Deadly 

Wound and then the 1260 days; the 7 

seals, the 7 trumpets, and Rev 11 with 

Two Witnesses and more and more. 

 

In other words, it pays to know your Bible 

- when speaking to the well-intentioned 

folk in Laodicea who quote the Writings.   

The real issue is not Project 

2025.  

Why?  

Why pursue a NSL when God said in Rev 

17:16-18 it’s an impossibility.  

The emotional response from various 

LAODICEAN churches to the news 

reports in civil society with words 

Sabbath and Sunday is natural - but the 

clause of the 2025 policy is not an issue 

when you can have an exemption for 

Friday to Saturday. Religious liberty is 

not threatened because there are no 

fines involved or even capital 

punishment.  Adjust the work schedules 

and live in peace.  

 

Some might say - oh it will only get 

worse? 

 

Ok - So how does Congress veto or 

change the First Amendment?   

Congress cannot make a law in respect to 

religion - right?  

 

But Congress did approve in 1991 the 

Education Bill signed by Bush and Rabb 

Schneerson and that Bill included the 

7NL.   

 

ISAIAH 2 

Isaiah 2 states that the Law comes from 

Jeru city and naturally works in 

conjunction to the Education Bill signed 

by Bush and Rabb Schneerson. It needs 

https://m.egwwritings.org/en/book/14064.6104001?hl=In+India%2C+China%2C+Russia%2C+and+the+cities+of+America&ss=eyJ0b3RhbCI6MywicGFyYW1zIjp7InF1ZXJ5IjoiSW4gSW5kaWEsIENoaW5hLCBSdXNzaWEsIGFuZCB0aGUgY2l0aWVzIG9mIEFtZXJpY2EiLCJ0eXBlIjoiYmFzaWMiLCJsYW5nIjoiZW4iLCJsaW1pdCI6MjB9LCJpbmRleCI6MX0%3D#6104013
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to be kept in mind that Rabb Schn was 

considered by Chabad as being the 

Messiah and there exists ~ deep 

spiritualism.  
 

https://bulletin.hds.harvard.edu/after-the-death-of-

chabads-messiah/ 
 

Note now the Rabbe’s father 
 

https://www.chabad.org/news/article_cdo/aid/48369

52/jewish/Rabbi-Levi-Yitzchak-Schneersons-

Grave-Declared-Heritage-Site.htm 

 

Also, the Harvard Divinity Bulletin has a 

discourse by the Hasidic guy explaining 

his troubles with the messiah [here]  and 

how his childhood up-bringing to be a 

Talmud Scholar interfered with life – and 

at the same time you read the Hegelian 

internal construct of right and left v left 

and right.  

 The author shares his inner tumult of a 

dead messiah and believes he is being 

played by Talmud theology because of 

the taboo of Pauline NT and compares 

the ‘same’ loss of Jesus messiah and his 

followers experienced.  In other words, he 

says he is an emotional wreck.  The 

upshoot? This sort of thing is prepping 

for Benny David = The 8th king of Rev 17, 

and Rev 13.   

 

You will note - Papa pointy hat, that 

Roman power, via the Jezzy boys have 

been working closely with the Elder 

Brother of the faith = Japhet. This holds a 

significant relevance to the Second Beast 

of Rev 13.  

   

Why? 
 
 

Rab Schn the renown Chabad messiah in 

fact brings forth the realm of spiritualism 

into modern theological and political 

parlance. And the spiritualism that is 

activated after Luke 21:24 - is at a 

minimum twofold on its supernatural 

strength.  

 

And as you now know the 102d Congress 

“Protestants stretched forth their hands 

with spiritualism” with Rabb Schn and 

that’s one thing but the enactment of the 

Education Bill includes the 7N.  

This is a real wonder because it not only 

replaces the 10C but defeated the First 

Amendment.   

 

That’s spiritualism in action.  

 

Some achievement really!  
 

 

It occurred in 1991 – yeh, just after Lk 

21:24 was fulfilled in 1980 and shows how 

rapid green shoots of summer that HWM 

instructed us in Luke 21 = the summer 

growth of the Fig Tree would emerge and 

this means it is was not only preserved for 

the efforts of Ben Ephraim the Birthright 

nation [the UK] and the epic events of 

1896, 1917, 1948 and 1980.   

 

https://bulletin.hds.harvard.edu/after-the-death-of-chabads-messiah/
https://bulletin.hds.harvard.edu/after-the-death-of-chabads-messiah/
https://www.chabad.org/news/article_cdo/aid/4836952/jewish/Rabbi-Levi-Yitzchak-Schneersons-Grave-Declared-Heritage-Site.htm
https://www.chabad.org/news/article_cdo/aid/4836952/jewish/Rabbi-Levi-Yitzchak-Schneersons-Grave-Declared-Heritage-Site.htm
https://www.chabad.org/news/article_cdo/aid/4836952/jewish/Rabbi-Levi-Yitzchak-Schneersons-Grave-Declared-Heritage-Site.htm
https://bulletin.hds.harvard.edu/after-the-death-of-chabads-messiah/
https://www.chabad.org/news/article_cdo/aid/4836952/jewish/Rabbi-Levi-Yitzchak-Schneersons-Grave-Declared-Heritage-Site.htm
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The fact is the other Birthright nation 

[USA] has agreed and signed up to the 

Benny David program at the 102d 

Congress and it’s the same spiritualism of 

the RCC.  The scarlet hag being defined 

by God as MYSTERY BABYLON the MOHs.    
 

 

What’s the big deal?  
 

Oh, nothing really, they say – but the fact 

is – all parties to the First Angel 

Controversy have the same one gd 

belief.   

 

The First Angel was strongly rebuffed 

by 102d Congress and while 

unrecognised that has 

threatened religious liberty and 

eventually the rights of conscience.  

 

HWM said concerning the Fig Tree - it’s a 

snare – read Lk 21:34-35  

 

And take heed to yourselves, lest at any 

time your hearts be overcharged with 

surfeiting, and drunkenness, and cares of 

this life, and [so] that day come upon you 

unawares.  21:35 For as a snare [Fig 

Tree] shall it come on all them that dwell 

on the face of the whole earth.   

Hasidism  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baal_Shem_Tov 

Notice what is stated about ascend and 

unity and oneness with god. 

It is from here that the concepts of Jedi 

Knights infiltrated Judaism.- and guess 

what - that level of spiritualism gained a 

significant foothold on Congress in 1991 

via Hasidic leader of the Lubavitcher 

Hasidic dynasty  Rabbe Schneerson. 

This history of Hasidism and Chabad 

Lubavitch has to be understood since 

these concepts are foreign to the Torah. 

Whoever understands this matter can 

separate the true from the false in 

Judaism. Also, there are references to 

‘sparks’  here as well.  

 

Why should Hasidism be 

understood?  

Well, if full Congress can authorise the 

Education Bill and it entails a religious 

law, to be law that bypasses the First 

Amendment– its supernatural and only 

can be achieved by deceptive spiritualism 

and everyone missed it – especially 

Laodicea.  

 

Chabad Lubavitcher is deep spiritualism 

in the form of Kabalism which has 

relation with Neo Platonism.  It has been 

said the spirit of Rabbe Sch once made a 

personal appearance among of group of 

the Hasidic guys after passing away.  

 

It is of a very high probability that the 

false prophets that are coming in Jeru 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baal_Shem_Tov
http://www.humanreligions.info/jedi_knights.html
http://www.humanreligions.info/jedi_knights.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Menachem_Mendel_Schneerson
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Isaiah+50%3A10-11&version=KJV
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city, are Jedi Knights and it’s all in relation 

to the one consciousness teaching.  
 
 

The whole system of Kabalism is 

spiritualism 

 

The Law that comes is “replenished from 

the East” through its One Consciousness 

teaching. And the law that issues forth = 

7 NL is # 1 

Isaiah 2:6 

 

Therefore thou hast forsaken thy people 

the house of Jacob, because they be 

replenished from the east, and [are] 

soothsayers like the Philistines, and they 

please themselves in the children of 

strangers.   

 

Is HWM saying that the Fig tree all sorts 

of abominations such as spiritualism are 

developed since K book sanctions 

reincarnation and soul immortality. The 

spiritualism gets back to Matt 23:38 

where the house was declared 

desolate. The Fig tree is somehow 

blessed - the opposite to cursing of Deut 

11  

 

Whether Rabb Schn blessed 102d 

Congress is a moot point - the fact is the 

Fig Tree returns to full growth and it’s 

after Lk 21:24. The strength of 

spiritualism is supernatural and surely 

should be recognisable. 

 

Why? How does a cursed fig tree that 

withered and died - commence shooting 

forth in summer, when HWM had not 

blessed the Fig tree?  Matt 23:38, it is 

therefore Supernatural. 

 

Who is blessing the Fig Tree?   

 
What occurred in 1991 and 102d 

Congress and the defeat of the First 

Amendment and instilling the 7NL - was 

a supernatural event = 1 John 4:2-3 for 

the spirit of the AC is in the world and 

flourishing these end times.   

 

HWM said this would happen – especially 

after Jerusalem is no longer trodden 

down of the nation’s = Lk 21:24. HWM 

then said - you will see the Fig Tree 

shooting forth in its summer season. 

Verse 29 

 

29 And he spake to them a parable; 

Behold the fig tree, and all the trees; 

30 When they now shoot forth, ye 

see and know of your own selves 

that summer is now nigh at hand.   

 

31  So likewise ye, when ye see these 

things come to pass, know ye that the 

kingdom of God is nigh at hand.  32 Verily 

I say unto you, This generation shall not 

pass away, till all be fulfilled.  33

 Heaven and earth shall pass away: 

but my words shall not pass away.   

 

http://www.humanreligions.info/jedi_knights.html
https://christianobserver.net/what-is-the-kabbalah-and-why-is-it-so-bad/
https://biblehub.com/deuteronomy/11-26.htm
https://biblehub.com/deuteronomy/11-26.htm
https://www.congress.gov/bill/102nd-congress/house-joint-resolution/104/text/rds
https://www.congress.gov/bill/102nd-congress/house-joint-resolution/104/text/rds
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=1+Jn+4%3A2-3&version=KJV
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Coincidence or not, these things relate to 

events of Rabbinical  spiritualism of 

mysticism, proponents of the K Book.   

 

The summer season now in full bloom in 

all related locations. With events in the 

USA, the grain bowl - west of Russia and 

the land of the Philistines. The west 

responding by the vested interests of the 

jezzy boys. The missing group - for now - 

are the Friday guys. 

 

Now - why does Isaiah 2 mention this 

matter in the context of the second 

coming of HWM? 

 

5 O house of Jacob, come ye, and let us 

walk in the light of Jehovah. 6 For thou 

hast forsaken thy people the house of 

Jacob, because they are filled with 

customs from the east, 

and are soothsayers like the Philistines, 

and they strike hands with the children of 

foreigners.  

7 And their land is full of silver and gold, 

neither is there any end of their treasures; 

their land also is full of horses, neither is 

there any end of their chariots. 8 Their 

land also is full of idols; they worship the 

work of their own hands, that which their 

own fingers have made.  

9 And the mean man [d]is bowed down, 

and the great man [e]is brought low: 

therefore forgive them not.  

10 Enter into the rock, and hide thee in 

the dust, from before the terror of 

Jehovah, and from the glory of his 

majesty. 11 The lofty looks of man shall 

be brought low, and the haughtiness 

of men shall be bowed down, and 

Jehovah alone shall be exalted in that 

day. 

 

the context of the highlight is in reference 

to Revelation 6 

 

14 And the heaven was removed as a 

scroll when it is rolled up; and every 

mountain and island were moved 

out of their places. 15 And the kings 

of the earth, and the princes, and 

the [k]chief captains, and the rich, 

and the strong, and every bondman 

and freeman, hid themselves in the 

caves and in the rocks of the 

mountains; 16 and they say to the 

mountains and to the rocks, Fall on 

us, and hide us from the face of him 

that sitteth on the throne, and from 

the wrath of the Lamb: 17 for the 

great day of their wrath is come; and 

who is able to stand? 

 

Project 2025  

 

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Isaiah+2&version=ASV#fen-ASV-17695d
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Isaiah+2&version=ASV#fen-ASV-17695e
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Revelation+6&version=ASV#fen-ASV-30793k
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Conclusion –  
 

it can be said Project 2025 is a Hegelian 

dialectic left right, right to left and from 

the chaotic and rumours of a  NDE 

experience of USA do exist.  

 

 If you hadn’t noticed - this also coincides 

with the rise of the ‘right’ in Europe since 

the immigration issue has also been 

socially engineered for the same result. 

With Europe it will soon become the Big 

Push by way of the King of the South = 

Dan 11 and the response?  

 

A tilt to the extreme right.  

 

This means that the present-day 

humiliation of Europe by way of the U-

crane crisis will probably lead to Ishmael 

and Persia getting bolder and more 

aggressive to the point that it will bring 

in the need for a defender of the Western 

World - a man who has the credentials - 

and money influence, to effect change in 

Europe and the rest of the world for a 

brief period of time.   

 

The Grand Monarch of ancient Catholic 

prophecies.   

 

There is even the possibility that they will 

march into V city itself prior to its final 

demise and get rid of whoever is in there.  

This comment is not saying it will be a 

fact - but Europe will also have a NDE 

near death experience.  And be mindful 

of the social engineering - by way of the 

fire in the big church. And in Canada as 

well. Here  

 

All these steps are precursors which will 

usher in a new Constantine and perhaps 

a so-called righteous pointy hat with a 

Vigano mindset who will be victorious - 

up until he hears news - from the North 

and East = Dan 11:44 which are tied to 

the demise of his ‘palatial tents’ between 

the seas and the glorious Holy mountain  

= Dan 11:45  when the Christian Empire 

comes to an end.  

 

Yes, you read correctly - when the 

Christian Empire comes to its end.   

 

Now ask yourself what does God say 

occurs from thence.  

 

  Rev 13 = Matt 24:15 = Rev 17:11.  

 

It’s quite interesting this immigration 

thing is happening at the southern 

border as well as into Europe because the 

last time in took place on a large scale = 

Barbarian Invasions – 

 

And marked the demise of the Roman 

Empire in 476 AD when the internal 

defence mechanism came to be 

controlled by the Foederati itself which 

were the soldiers that were conscripted 

to defend the Empire. 

It was stated by one specific female 

Japhet - that Europe would have to get 

use to this multicultural scenario. We 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Near-death_experience
https://www.todayscatholicworld.com/great-catholic-monarch.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Notre-Dame_fire
https://ici.radio-canada.ca/rci/en/news/2040397/at-least-33-canadian-churches-have-burned-to-the-ground-since-may-2021-only-2-were-accidents
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3-tOdimNyKs&ab_channel=Pika
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Dan+11%3A44+&version=KJV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Dan+11%3A45&version=KJV
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Migration_Period
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Odoacer#Leader_of_the_foederati
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know why - because it is this scenario that 

leads to the supremacy of the Fig Tree in 

summer 

What does the Fig Tree parable of Luke 

21 and the events of Rev 17:16-18, Isaiah 

2 and Matt 24:15 mean?  

Answer –  

No Solis MOB       

  

 

--)-------------------- 

Swift Messenger  

--)-------------------- 
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